Pageturner

Join pegasus in a trip around
the world

Lovely People,
This year has had a lot of ups and downs, physical and online
activities and inside and outside trainings. The Sekcie has
made a compilation of all these challenges and creative solutions to help you remember all of them!
Hereby we present to you the Trip Around The World edition
of the pageturner! We visit places all over the world, ranging
from our own and known Delft to far away places like Japan!
So get your suitcases and enjoy reading this journey,
Love, Saludos, Grüße, Beannachtaí,
The Super Elitaire Knutsel Committee

Dear Pegasussers, what a year. No words to describe the crazy rollercoaster we’ve
all been on this last year. A year full of surprises: some of them disappointing,
some very exciting. Partly due to most other activities being cancelled during this
pandemic and partly because gymnastics is super mega awesome, training sessions
were more popular than ever. In the beginning of the year when there wasn’t much
room for organising ‘fun’ things and it almost felt as if our hard work wasn’t paying
off, we still felt your support and appreciation for us as a board when things did
work out. We (together with the awesome committees) managed to organise so
many cool things! We had the opportunity to organise a once in a lifetime Fieldlab-pilot training, stepped outside our comfort zone to do sports outside (we even
played soccer?!), celebrated our copper anniversary with many oude lullen joining
and much more! Our year ended with the same event it started with: the OWee,
now packed with parties and happy faces. Thank you all for making the best of this

unusual year. Stay enthusiastic as always. Cheers to more green!
With winged kisses
Femke Mureau - Chairwoman
Milou Marks - Secretary
Matthijs Hogendoorn - Treasurer
Olaf de Vries - Commissioner
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EXAM LUNCHES
On the 22nd of January the FACEPLANT had organised an offline
coronaproof exam lunch. For some it was a good distraction from the
exam stress and for others it was a fun experience to see some Pegasussers again in real-life. The FACEPLANT had picked a good day to do
this because the sun was shining and it wasn’t raining at all! The Pegassussers were matched with one and other and the duo’s were giving
a time when they could start their walking lunch. The first stop we
were welcomed by Hugo. He handed out something to drink (which
we were drinking from our own cup brought from home). After some
smalltalk, the walk continued. The next stop was with Ward and Femke. They had made delicious sandwiches! And the last stop was at X,
where Lars welcomed us with the desserts and his jokes. There were
brownies and blondies. And Lars even explained that the blondies were
vegan! The most fun part was that we were outside, walking, eating
and meeting again with fellow Pegasussers. It was a glimpse of how life
used to be.

INTRODUCTION DAY
Hi everyone, my name is Manon. This is my first year
at Pegasus. Corona, of course, gives us limited options
to meet, but the online intro really got me enthousiast
to start my time at Pegasus! I immediately felt welcome
and involved; good creative games and good moods
all around; had no choice but to join the online drink
afterwards, which was a lot of fun too!
I can’t wait to continue training and have a good time
here! I hope that soon we can make that work offline,
but until that time I will definitely keep an eye out for
online activities at Pegasus!

Manon Rongen

Milou Marks

On the 9th of April I joined the exam lunch. Although I didn’t have any
exams, I was eager to join to get some lunch and meet my fellow Pegasussers! I teamed up with Karlijn and Suzanne and we started our walk
at X, where we got some refreshing beverages from Lars. We continued
our stroll over the campus until we met Karin and Eline for some nice
vegetarian sandwiches. After tasting Eline’s amazing sandwiches and
a nice chat we walked to our final stop, as the next group was already
coming our way. The last, but not least, stop was near the Aula were
we had some freshly baked banana bread and blondies made by Ward.
After some catching up with other Pegasussers, Karlijn had to hurry to
go to her exam and for me it was time to get back to work. Thank you
for organizing this fun activity!

Kristel Bronsvoort
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NSTC1 ‘Tinderen voor kinderen’
A bit late, but still
some story about the
NSTC1 drink. The
theme for the evening
was ‘Tinderen voor
Kinderen’. It all started with a real pubquiz
organized by Olaf
and Bas, filled with
those oh-so nostalgic
songs (no, not K3).
Nostalgia dominated
throughout the quiz,
with Hyves, Ch!pz,
Tetris and more. And
of course we sang a
lot of Kinderen voor
kinderen songs. It was
such a wa-wa-wawaanzinnig genot!

Then everyone was bent
over the online Zoommeeting for Thijme’s cupid arrows, shot with extreme precision in the…
uhm…. back. Together in
a Zoom break-out room,
it couldn’t be more romantic. The cupids even
came up with a list of
special questions for your
date - so that it would run
a little smoothly and it
wouldn’t turn into “nice
weather tonight”. With
such a nice organization it
had to end in success, and
that was it!

Marnix Klein
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Pilot
training
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Pilot van
training
It’s April 2021, a cold and rainy month, full study and work and, worst
of all, without any training for five months. Who would have thought
that the bestuur 13 was plotting behind the scenes to get us all back to X
for a gymnastic reunion? The announcement of the test training was an
amazing and unexpected surprise.
Remembering that the spots for trainings at the beginning of the year
were selling like hot cakes (still amazed by how someone could fill out
the form in 3 SECONDS), I set the alarm, and as soon as possible tac!
registered.
I got tested and the big day arrived: the oldies among us received a
colorful super fancy scrunchie and off we go! For the occasion, we had
the entire hall available so we could build up everything. I mean, already
for the fact that we had two trampoline stations, it was heaven! Needless
to say, I spent all two hours between trampoline and airtracks (beam and
bars, you’ll never have me!!). Before training, I was worried that after so
much time I wouldn’t even be able to do a roll, but after a super training
on the flick flack and a stick it competition (which Kai clearly won, but
details), at the end of training I was euphoric for everything I could still
do. It gave a strange feeling to see everyone in the gym again: it seemed
like an eternity since the last time, but at the same time it was so normal,
familiar to be all there together.

Rosa Calegari
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Pegaweekend
fancy, sight-obscuring goggles everyone went over to the
parking lot outside of X. There the concept of the walking
lunch was explained, to put it
plainly: you walk and you lunch
at the same time. Scattered
throughout the campus were
five locations. At each location
a Weekendcie organizer was
stationed to give out drinks,
fruit, cake, sandwiches or a
goody bag. Being treated with
such luxury was quite delightful
for me and my fellow three first
year members who I had grouped up with. Whilst enjoying
Olaf ’s fruit he explained the
rules of the Covid themed game
we were going to play after
lunch. The result of combining
all the committee members’

On the 22nd of May the WeekendCie had organized the promising Pegaday, which actually
would have been the Pegaweekend if some guy hadn’t eaten a
bat. Nonetheless the day started
off with beautiful silver-grey clouds filled with liquid sunshine.
For the first activities we assembled at a hockey field at X where
Guan had prepared some sport
activities for us. Warming up
with raining coats and hoods
pulled up must have been a
charming sight for the football
players on the field next to us.
What was even better were the
pure, raw football and frisbee
skills demonstrated by all Pega
members during the following
two hours. After ending the
morning playing football with
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they had to travel to and what
challenge they had to perform
there.

brain power was a Covid-themed game in which the players
had to find out which two persons were infected before they,
unknowingly, infected the rest.
Clues were scattered throughout
the campus and once every ten
minutes it was possible to test
someone for Corona at Merlijne’s testing facility. However,
the (fake) virus was no match
for the excellence of and communication between the players
and the game was won. Still
celebrating our victory everyone set out in groups of two or
four, having been provided with
the first clue of a location game.
In each group one person kept
contact with a member of the
Weekendcie to get clues about
which location within Delft

For me not living in Delft and
being a first year student I basically followed my team who had
more general knowledge of the
city. I do want to point out that
I figured out one clue by myself so don’t underestimate my
wisdom. Around half past six
everyone got the clue to come to
‘het Delftse Hout’ where there
were drinks, snacks and no police to disturb the chatter. Taking
the train home I fell asleep after
a long but fun day. Hopefully
there will be more activities like
this in the near future.

Tobias Meijer
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Wie is de Mol?
AS A FAN OF GAMES AND THE ‘WIE IS DE
MOL?’ TV-SHOW, I DECIDED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ONLINE PEGASUS VERSION OF
THE GAME.
I HAD JUST JOINED PEGASUS SO I DIDN’T
KNOW ANYONE, WHICH MADE IT QUITE
HARD TO TELL WHETHER SOMEONE’S
BEHAVIOR WAS SUSPICIOUS OR NOT.
NEVERTHELESS, I DID PRETTY WELL IN
THE BEGINNING AND SURVIVED SEVERAL EXECUTIONS. THE FUN LASTED UNTIL
I GOT THE FAMOUS YET FATAL ‘TUNNELVISION’, AND I HAD TO LEAVE THE GAME
AT THE DOUBLE EXECUTION. ALL IN ALL,
THE GAME WAS A GREAT WAY TO GET TO
KNOW SOME PEGASUSSERS DURING CORONA-TIMES, AND THE GAME ITSELF WAS
LOTS OF FUN. I HOPE IT WILL BE ORGANIZED AGAIN SOON!

Owee 2021

At the end of the summer vacation where all my traveling plans were cancelled
due to Covid, I was really looking forward to the OWEE not being cancelled.
Luckily it wasn’t, and just like last year, the board and the KB were at X, searching for new gymnasts all week. Unlike last year, the up and coming students,
aka ‘nulletjes’, actually had three physical days instead of only one. This meant
they could actually go to parties, and I was delighted to see hungover faces as
I tried my best to persuade them to do gymnastics the morning after. This was
mostly because I was hungover as well from the night before, so it was nice to
be at the same level. The parties themselves were amazing! Pegasus participated
at the sportfeest. We had a stand with klosjes and my mat so people could do
handstands, and it turns out that it is much easier to convince drunk people at
the party to do a handstand than hungover people @X. My mat is ruined now,
but it was a great success. Having the stand also meant we could invite our pegafriends to the party. It was the first party of this size (750 people) that I went
to in over a year, and I let loose! Maybe a bit too loose in hindsight. But the
greatest thing is, the OWEE was split into two groups of nulletjes who each had
three physical days at the OWEE, so a few days later there was another sportfeest! All in all I had a fantastic time at the last real activity of my board year. I
wish the KB the best of luck in the new school year.

Olaf de Vries

Irene van der Blij
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NSTBeach day
This summer we FINALLY had an opportunity to get rid of panda points
and to refresh the bingo cards.
The NSTB-BBQ in Scheveningen was the ideal spot for this occasion.
Packed with umbrellas to protect two Weber BBQs from rain storms, our
lovely chefs stacked those BBQs up to the roof to feed 60 hungry students.
All of this under supervision of our beloveld NSTB board.
Volleyball remains a beach sport that many NSTBers seem to master. An
argument with the police (didn’t bother too much), a lot of rain at the
start and a lot of sunshine at the end of the evening made it a successful
event!
Congratulations to everyone who got some extra bingo points (We know
who you are!). And last but not least, thanks to the organization committe
for this fantastic summer event!

Lieke Hondelink

Pegasurf

24 Juni 2021, the 6th annual Pegasurf summer vacation in Zarautz, Spain.
At the start there were a few worries about covid, but after arriving at the camp we were able to live a happy and carefree life
on the camp. We were able to surf everyday of the week except
for one day and the waves started small and increased to enormous GREEN waves at the end of the week.
Besides surfing we relaxed a lot at the beach, in the hammock
and at the dining tent. Some people also recommended a cider restaurant nearby with amazing food and unlimited selftapped ciders out of the wall. There was even a mandatory
tapping technique where you first spill half of the cider over
your hand and onto the ground before moving your glass in the
direction of the nozzle, filling your glass. Next Pegasurf I will
definitely return here!
Because of covid all pubs and clubs were closed at night, but
luckily there was an awesome rave party every night, at a remote ruin 30 minutes walking from the camp. Therefore, it is
important to bring enough booze with you to last the evening,
or bring a Jordi, who sprints to and fro the camp (while drunk)
to fetch a bottle of Schrobbelèr. Somehow, he returned in 20
minutes.
Speaking about booze, of course
the game wizard-stick was also
played this year. After drinking
their body length in beers, both
Wagner the Wise and Mighty
Mureau were resurrected.

Lennert van gestel
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Pegalied
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Pegasus is onze naam, en turnen dat doen wij,
We wijken echt voor niemand, en staan steeds zij aan zij.
Op de balk en op de brug, dragen wij het groen,
Want Pegasus is supermooi, dat is waar we ’t voor doen!
Het is groen en het heet Pegasus, sterk, onoverwinnelijk.
We houden van wat groen is, en we turnen ons kapot.
We gaan zo door tot ‘s avonds laat, oh ja wat een genot.
Uit Delft zijn we gekomen, op een mythisch beest
Je kunt ons echt niet missen, als wij er zijn geweest,
Samen heffen wij een glas, vol met schrobbelaer,
We toosten op die mooie club, want Pegasus staat klaar!

Het is groen en het heet Pegasus, sterk, onoverwinnelijk.
We houden van wat groen is, en we turnen ons kapot.
We gaan zo door tot ‘s avonds laat, oh ja wat een genot.
Het vliegt door de lucht en het heet Pegasus, overheersend, sierlijk
Salto’s doen we lachend, geen trucje gaat te ver.
We stralen door de hemel, ja turnen maakt je sterk.
Een handstand of een flikflak, magnesium er bij,
We laten horen dat we groen zijn, want Pegasus zijn wij…..
En we zingen nog een keer.
Het is groen en het heet Pegasus, sterk, onoverwinnelijk.
We houden van wat groen is, en we turnen ons kapot.
We gaan zo door tot ‘s avonds laat, oh ja wat een genot.
Het vliegt door de lucht en het heet Pegasus, overheersend, sierlijk
Salto’s doen we lachend, geen trucje gaat te ver.
We stralen door de hemel, ja turnen maakt je sterk.
Het is groen en het heet Pegasus, sterk, onoverwinnelijk.
We houden van wat groen is, en we turnen ons kapot.
We gaan zo door tot ‘s avonds laat, oh ja wat een genot.
Het vliegt door de lucht en het heet Pegasus, overheersend, sierlijk
Salto’s doen we lachend, geen trucje gaat te ver.
We stralen door de hemel, ja turnen maakt je sterk.
GROEN!!!

Femke: het
verleiden
begint al
tijdens je
wedstrijd

Nick: mijn microfoon
werkt volgensmij
niet goed als ik Dora
kijk, ze hoort mij echt
totaal niet
Nadia
:
jk zon heerlider br
traine
oek
n

Milou: Bas zei dat
ik
een boerenkut moe
st
proberen dus ik al
lemaal
boerenkutten acht
erover
slaan

Milou: als
je 1 oog
dichtknijpt
en de ander
ook dan zie
je het niet

wat
Rogier:
eurt
rekt, sch
niet

Lieke: die
ander vind
ik prettige
die heeft Olaf M: ik zou ook
een langere best wel eens ingezet
willen worden als een
staaf
wippertje...

QUOTUM
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:d
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met d htig
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lange t ie
r mee
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m
:
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Jordi: het is nu tijd voor
jullie om mij te rijden
15

Lieke: TV
West is echt
de RTV
Oost van...
van het
westen

Pegaklaas

Weerwolven

It was the 11th of December and Sinterklaas was long
gone, however, PegaKlaas was around and delivered lots
of presents, just like Amazon.
There was a rhyme written to all of us, even Rogier, Lars
and Lieke got one.
For a second, Irenes rhyme went missing, but she received
three and won!
Lieke and me tried to link every help-Sint to the lucky
person.But sadly, we got it all wrong, which we blame on
the bourbon.
Besides the lovely rhimes, we did receive something extra
that afternoon.
A super cute little bottle of Schrobbèler, so at the borrel
we said GROEN!
I personally think that the PegaKlaas
evening was mega fun,
We laughted, drank and I have seen Olaf
do a lovely SG!

Karin Backer

During the cold autumn months there was little to do for everyone. No
training, isolation and loneliness, not a great time to be in. Thankfully
Roel came up with the amazing idea to organise
an online game of “weerwolven”. And not just
weerwolven, but weerwolven with an NSTB
theme.
Werewolves were NSTBers and Pegasussers were villagers. Besides these characters
there were others like the “corpsslet”, “hans
van zetten”, “yuri”, cupido, “epke” and the
ehbo’er. Everyone had their own part to play in this
game and of course the goal was to survive. Every
evening, during an ALV, everyone had to vote for the person they found
the most suspicious. The next morning, we would receive the “Pegapost”
with which we received news about what occurred during the night.
Friends were made, backs were stabbed, lovers tried to stay together forever and Epke fans gathered forces to try and keep him alive, as all his
fans would die from sadness if he Died. You can imagine the emotional
rollercoaster we have been trough.
I had an amazing time playing this game and I especially want to give a lot
of credits to Roel for all his effort he put into organising this epic game.
And I would definitely join again next time and recommend others to
join as well!

Lieke Hondelink
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How to spies

Ever since I became more active at Pegasus, people started
calling me “spieskoning”. Definitely a big honor but I think
they did this because barely any people at Pegasus “spies”.
This maybe because of lack of knowhow, which is why I
will explain how it works in a few steps:
1.
Grab a beer, preferably not from the
fridge because this is way to cold. However some
people prefer a cold one.
2.
Give the man/woman a straw!
3.
Make the straw wet with your mouth,
other ways the beer will foam when you put it in.
4.
Bend the straw, make sure air is able to
flow through it. (don’t close it off ).
5.
Put one foot a chair to raise your knee.
(“actieve zuiphouding”)
6.
Cheers with mates (you never want to
drink alone).
7.
Take a deep breath, in and out, as you
breath in again you put the bottle to your mouth.
8.
Suck really hard until the beer is empty!

Wispo

We wanted to make a special notice in this year’s pageturner for the yearly
Pegasus skiing trip which has fallen victim to covid. Lets hope the next
skiing trip will make up for the lost snow, fun, beers, and happiness we
didn’t have this year.
Stay strong and be ready to shred that mountain next year!

Ideally you empty your beer in 2 or 3 gulps.
Cheers!
“Spieskoning” Hugo Stallenberg
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NSTC2
Like many activities this year, also the NSTC2
(Dutch Student Gymnastics Competition),
was held online. Sadly, this meant no competition but at least we could still have fun and
socialize with the other associations through
zoom.

Finally, it was time again for an excitement activity by the faceplant, namely
the escaperoom! With the fantastic team
B12 and our snoopsack, we waited in our
break-out room for instructions, while
talking about the wild drinks that we had
the week before. After 15 minutes we were
wondering if they forgot us, which was the
case (sabotage?).

Everybody online, staring at their screen
and screaming into their mic, sounds like a
recipe for disaster while actually this works
quite well. Especially when you combine it
with a wine tasting where everybody gets a
list of (small) wine bottles to buy beforehand
and taste during the evening. Of course, this
resulted in everybody, not only tasting the
bottles, but also wholeheartedly finishing
them off.

Finally, we started the escaperoom to help Epke Zonderland, which did
not always go well. We sent e-mails to the found e-mail address instead
of using it to log in, we thought that the p on a parking place was the
letter that we needed, instead of the letter that we just walked on google
maps. A small 2 hours later, my roommate that wanted to drink wine
after the escaperoom was almost asleep, and we were almost finished.
Needless to say that our team was not the winner of the escaperoom,
but we sure had a lot of fun!

Eventually I ended up drinking wines in a pillow fort built in my own living room, having
lots of fun while getting wasted.

Jordi Wagner

thijme lee
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BEER TASTING
time to do some research.
Only with the shape of
the bottle and the color
of the cap I could already
identify some of the
beers. After quarantine
it was really fun to taste
the beers together with
Bas and Jordi and discuss
about them. On the 8th
of January the award ceremony was held. Almost
everyone had most of
the beers guessed correct
(except for Thijme who
received a 0.0% beer as
consolation prize).

The Faceplant organized

a really nice blind beer
tasting competition over
the Christmas holiday.
Every participant got six
craft beers from which
the labels were removed.
The competition started
with an online introduction by our own craft
beer expert Rick. He told
us a lot about the brewing process and how we
could recognize different
types of beers. Since I
was in quarantine at that
moment, I had a lot of

Anouk van Beurden
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Cycling Dinner
It was a pleasant evening in May when the cycling dinner took
place. I raced to the first location, where I arrived too late because I couldn’t find my keys, but that did not spoil the fun! We got
some good quality tortilla’s and a tea cocktail, and then it was
time to hop on our bike and move to the second location. Some
google maps and some wrong turns later we arrived to quiche
that was waiting for us, which was followed by wraps filled with
goodies at place number three, where it was apparently normal to
store your shoes in the tree downstairs instead of in your closet,
an interesting choice. The final destination of this dinner was, for
us, at the César Franckstraat, which is ideal because that is where
I live! So after a very good last cocktail and some kingsday socializing I went into the elevator, happy about the evening behind
me.

Suzanne Schuurman

NSTB Summer games
Last June the NSTB summer games were
held in Utrecht. We were with a group of
seven pegasussers travelling to Utrecht to
defend the honour of the society. We were
divided in teams such that every team consisted of people from two societies. With that
group we had to go to different posts to earn
as many points as possible. The posts consisted of things like giga beerpong, holding a
volleyball up in the air for as long as possible,
crazy 88 en a number of others. My personal
favorite was a post were we had to score as
many points with a football in a time limit.
As real technical students we soon optimized
it en got the highest score for that post. Sadly
it wasn’t enough to win the summer games
but at the end we were able to get a beer before we went back to Delft. It was a lot of fun
and i’m looking forward to the next NSTB
activity!

Henry Verhoeff
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Now that I’ve been hopping around here at Pegasus for many years now,
it’s time to write a piece in which I take the reader into my world. In the
Regelgraaf I have a number of lines and on my NSTBingo card I have
also been able to cross off a lot of associations. But how does the ordinary Pegasusser become such a seducer as I am?
Be yourself! Despite the fact that here and there some people are horny
on pathetic crooks and followers, a large part of the student gymnasts
find it much more fun when a person has self-confidence. So use your
crazy dance moves, silly humor or good conversation skills to win over
your crush.
Don’t think too long! Life almost never goes as planned and in love it
certainly doesn’t. Therefore, be open to spontaneous actions. If neither of you takes action, nothing will happen. Are you afraid of getting
knocked back? No you have, yes you can get. If you do get a rejection, at
least you know where you stand and you can get on with your life.
Listen to the vibe! By the end of the day, there is always some form of
foreplay. Whether it’s dancing closer together, stroking their arms or
getting lost in each other’s eyes, mutual interest is needed. If you cuddle
closer to your lover and he or she does not leave or approves, then you
know that the chance was slightly greater than before. Facial expression
also plays a role here. You both laugh when you look at each other ;).
Have fun! Regelen with someone is of course great fun, but not a goal in
itself. If there are no potential deer or hunks for an evening, you probably still have the nicest Pegasussers around you who like to have a drink
with you. This is how a fantastic night comes to an end. Laughed and
maybe even fucked!

Karin Backer

REGELGRAAF
REG
RE
EGE
GEL
ELGR
GRA
RAAF
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Smoelenboek

Pubquiz
I was happily surprised to see an email from Pegasus appear in my inbox. A copper jubileum of the association!
Wauw! To celebrate: a pub quiz for all current and old
members. Of course I wanted to be part of this!

The pup quiz questions were well put together and not the easiest ones. I badly needed
my team because my Pegasus knowledge had
slowly faded away. Luckily for me this pubquiz
was there to refresh my knowledge and bring
me back to all the lovely memories of my time
at Pegasus.

Denise S

Witek

Carla

Bas O

SEKcie

After saying goodbye in 2019 I was curious to see if
there would still be some familiar faces. To my surprise
most of the faces appearing on Zoom were familiar. It
was so nice to see and hear this lovely group of awesome
Pegasussers again. I didn’t expect much from doing this
type of small reunion digitally, but to my surprise it was
very ‘gezellig’. I got to know a couple of new members
and got a chance to catch up with some old
ones as well. Talks went from starting a study
in Corona times, to buying houses, to creating
babies and everything in between.

Honorary members:

Jordi

Nick

Suzanne

Lieke

I already look forward to the silver jubileum!

Maartje de Rond
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Jan

Roel

Mark

Rick

Lisanne

Erik

Lars

Kristel

Janine

Raymond
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Karen

Rogier

Daan G

Corine

Olaf vd M

Kevin

Jari vd E

Wolf

Eva

Vincent

Kai

Kathalijne

Cedric

Marije

Lennert

Karlijn

Chris v H

Victor

Jelmer

Renske

Koen

Sanne M

Lise

Karin

Bas A

Thijme

Daan S

Jolien

Margot

Merlijne

Matthijs

Olaf d V

Mickey

Anouk

Femke

Agnes

Ward

Inge

Amy

Sabine

Sandor

Chris S

Marta

Milou

Eleana

Laura H

Heini

Julian
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30

Meike
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Gijs

Alexander

Annika G

Tiberiu

Marloes

Hugo

Stein

Chiara

Natasja

Sanne v D

Dennis

Sam

Daan V

Kid

Mats

Eline

Sterre

Juan

Kyriacos

Rosa

Ole

Daan v E

Emma

Tessa

Nadia

Iver

Ezra

Lotte

Dekel

Ray

Andrea

Lisa

Reno

Thijs

Esther

Ryan

Jari d K

Maaike S

Sara

Caterina

Jure

Andres

Preeti

Annika H
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Nomkea

Denise

Thieme

32

Zoé

Paula

Marie

33
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Björn

Tadjiro

Bas v D

Floor

Maximiliaan

Kimberley

Francien

Philip

James

Cefri

Coen

Els

Kim

Tosca

Chava

Tobias

Noortje

Fé

Mijke

Amaria

Manon

Aileen

Tonny

Henry

Irene

Pia

Pablo

Vittorio

Bishwas

Mart

Rianne

Kristina

Mathijs

Axel

Laura V

Ali Faruk

Helena

Ilse

Bernd

Topias

Duy Ahn Charlie

Maaike vd S

Elon

Martin

Marnix

Giliam

Michel

Vishwajeetsinh

Yasin

Ellen
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Thank you for traveling with Pegasus

